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Abstract
Assessing the quality of images often requires accounting for

the viewing conditions - viewing distance, display resolution and
size. For example, the visibility of compression distortions may
differ substantially when a video is viewed on a smartphone from
a short distance and when viewed on a TV from a large distance.
Nonetheless, traditional metrics are limited when applied across
a diverse range of users with a diverse range of viewing environ-
ments. Metrics that account for these viewing conditions typically
rely on contrast sensitivity functions (CSFs). However, it is also
possible to rescale the input images to account for the change in
the viewing distance. In a recent study comparing these two types
of metrics, the authors did not observe any statistical difference
between the metrics. Hence, in this paper, we use Fourier anal-
ysis to study the similarities and differences between the mech-
anisms of CSF-based and rescaling-based metrics. We compare
the behaviour of each approach and investigate the correlation
between their predictions across the viewing distances. Our find-
ings demonstrate a similarity between the two approaches for
high-frequency distortions when the viewing distance is increased
(the images are downscaled), but not when the viewing distance
is decreased (the images are upscaled) or when accounting for
low-frequency distortions.

Introduction
Perceptual image quality assessment plays an important role

in assessing the degradations introduced in various stages of im-
age processing, allowing the optimization of image delivery for
each observer. However, modern-day users can access images
across a spectrum of devices, including TVs, PCs, tablets, smart-
phones, VR headsets and more. These devices differ substantially
in their screen size, resolution and viewing conditions. Con-
sequently, identical images or videos appear differently when
viewed on different devices or in different viewing environments
[4, 31].

For example, the perceptual quality of a video displayed on
a 6” smartphone is substantially different than the same video dis-
played on an 8K TV display. Such differences must be accounted
for when assessing the perceptual quality of images and videos.
However, only a limited number of metrics account for the display
and viewing conditions and their effect on the visibility of distor-
tions. Most metrics that do so are based on the contrast sensitiv-
ity function of the human visual system (HVS) [5]. Nonetheless,
other metrics can be adapted for the different display and viewing
conditions by rescaling the input images [14, 31].

In a recent study [17], we conducted a performance evalua-
tion of both types of metrics aiming to determine which metric is
the best for predicting the quality across viewing distances. How-
ever, our findings showed no statistical significant evidence of one
metric performing better than the other.

In this paper, we study the behaviours of both CSF-based
and rescaling-based quality metrics when predicting image qual-
ity across the viewing distance. In particular, we explore the dif-
ferences and similarities between the two approaches and inves-
tigate the effect of these differences when predicting the quality
across viewing distances.

Related Works
The effect of viewing distance on the perceptual
quality of images and videos

Previous studies investigated the effect of viewing distance
on the perceptual quality of images and videos. In particular, the
visibility of distortions, such as the noise, blur and compression.

Most of the studies conducted on images [10,14,21] reported
similar findings: an increase in viewing distance results in a de-
crease in the visibility of distortions, thus an increase in the qual-
ity of distorted images. In contrast, an increase in viewing dis-
tance results in a decrease in the quality of undistorted (reference)
images. Keller et al. [18], Sugito et al. [28], Amirpour et al. [2]
and Lachat et al. [20] analysed the effect of viewing distance on
the perception of compressed and/or upscaled videos. Similarly,
these studies reported the same findings, where the perceptual
quality of distorted videos increased with the increase in viewing
distance.

However, a study by Mikhailiuk et al. [25] reported a dif-
ferent observation. The authors measured the visually lossless
thresholds at which image compression artefacts become imper-
ceptible. The study was conducted across viewing distances and
display brightness levels. The results showed that the effect of
viewing distance is content-dependent. While some images’ re-
sults aligned with the pattern previously observed, others reported
an increase in distortions’ visibility with the increase in viewing
distance.

Given the limited research on the effect of viewing dis-
tance on the visibility of image and video distortions, there is not
enough evidence to fully understand how this factor impacts the
image and video quality.



Quality metrics sensitive to viewing distance
Most metrics that account for the effect of viewing distance

do so by modelling the spatial sensitivity via contrast sensitivity
function (CSF). A CSF [5] models the smallest contrast detectable
by an average observer. It serves as a mathematical representa-
tion of the human visual system’s sensitivity to contrast across
different spatial frequencies, thereby allowing the estimation of
perceived distortions at different viewing distances, display sizes,
and display resolutions.

Different quality metrics employ the CSFs in various man-
ners. Some utilize it as a linear filter on compared images [8, 32],
while others assign weights to coefficients in the wavelet trans-
form of images [6, 11, 30]. More recently, CSFs are commonly
employed to weight the bands of a band-pass decomposition
[23, 24, 26]. However, due to the contrast constancy of the visual
system, the CSF alone cannot accurately model the discrimination
of contrast differences above the detection threshold [12]. There-
fore, the CSF is not commonly employed as a linear filter but
is combined with models of contrast masking [23, 24] to achieve
more accurate scores.

Other metrics can be adapted to the different viewing dis-
tances and display sizes by rescaling the input images [3, 14, 16,
17] or by pre-filtering them in the wavelet domain [14, 15].

Recent advancements in deep learning techniques have led to
the development of models that incorporate viewing distance as a
feature [7, 31]. However, due to the limited available datasets,
learning-based metrics have not yet proven to perform well in this
task.

In a recent study [17], we investigated the performance
of CSF-based rescaling-based metrics using existing available
datasets, including VDID2014 [14], CID:IQ [21], VCIP21 [2] and
VLIC [25]. The results reported no statistical difference between
the two types of metrics.

In contrast to these prior works, we do not collect a new
dataset or test the performance of a new metric for the task of pre-
dicting quality across viewing distances. Instead, in this paper,
we are interested in studying the similarities and differences be-
tween the behaviour of metrics that rely on either CSFs or rescal-
ing when accounting for changes in viewing distances. This study
aims to provide a more in-depth understanding of the underlying
mechanisms of these two approaches.

Adapting image quality metrics for varying
viewing distances

Image quality metrics can be adapted for varying viewing
distances by pre-filtering compared images. The filtering meth-
ods can be broadly categorized into two groups: CSF-based and
rescaling-based methods.

CSF-based image quality metrics
Contrast sensitivity functions (CSFs) provide the smallest

detectable contrast, known as the contrast threshold. This mea-
sure allows the assessment of the visual system’s sensitivity to
contrast across many dimensions, including spatial frequencies,
temporal frequencies, color, eccentricity, luminance and area size
[22]. Because of its characteristics, CSFs are often employed
in visual difference predictors and quality assessment metrics to
estimate the visibility of distortions across these various dimen-
sions. Because the focus of this study is to analyse the behaviour

Figure 1. Overview of the CSF-based quality assessment metric. The

input is the reference and distorted grayscale images. The images are trans-

formed to the Fourier space, and then filtered using a CSF map at a 30 ppd.

The CSF-modulated images are then utilized as inputs of an existing quality

metric to predict the quality score at 30 ppd.

of the CSF filter when predicting image quality across viewing
distances, we employ the stelaCSF [22] and consider the spatial
frequencies dimension only. We set the temporal frequency to
0 Hz, the mean luminance to 20 cd/m2, the area size to 1 deg2 and
the eccentricity to 0 deg.

CSFs can be employed for image quality metrics in differ-
ent ways as discussed in the related work section above. But, to
directly compare it to rescaling, we use CSF to pre-filter the com-
pared images. The filtering is performed in the Fourier domain,
as illustrated in Figure 1 and described in the following sections.

Input images Because the sensitivity of the visual system to
colors is different than its sensitivity to luminance, CSFs are em-
ployed on separate channels when predicting the quality of color
images. In particular, on the luminance, red-green, and blue-
yellow channels [32].

Because our study focuses on the effect of viewing distance,
we will not include the color dimension. Hence, the RGB images
are converted to grayscale images.

Viewing distance To account for the viewing distance using the
contrast sensitivity function, it is essential to model how the view-
ing distance affects visual resolution on the retina, expressed in
the units of pixels per visual degree. We will refer to that measure
as the effective resolution and compute it as:

nppd =
π ry

360atan
(

0.5h
d

) (1)

where ry is the display’s vertical resolution in pixels, h is the dis-
play height and d is the viewing distance, both in the same units
(e.g. meters).

In the frequency domain, the corresponding Nyquist fre-
quency is expressed as half of the effective resolution in the units
of cycles per visual degree [23].

CSF filter The contrast sensitivity function is employed to filter
the Fourier transform of the image. However, a CSF requires the
spatial frequencies to be in the units of cycles per visual degree.
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Therefore, the effective resolution is utilized to transform the fre-
quencies from the units of cycles per pixel to the units of cycles
per visual degree.

CSF-modulated image The CSF-modulated image can be ex-
pressed as follows:

I′ = ℜ

F−1

F{I}(ρ) · S(ρ)
max

ρ
(S(ρ))


 (2)

where I′ is the filtered image, I is the input image, F is the Fourier
transform, ℜ is the real part of a complex number, ρ is the spa-
tial frequency in cycles per visual degree, and S is the contrast
sensitivity function normalized to 1 by its maximum value.

Rescaling-based image quality metrics
Reconstruction function (or filter) is a function employed to

estimate a continuous image given a set of discrete samples [13],
for example, when resampling an image to different resolutions.
Such a function can be used for both the interpolation (to infer
missing pixel values) or for low-pass filtering of an image before it
is downsampled. There exist several reconstruction functions also
known as rescaling functions such as the bilinear [27], bicubic
[19] and Lanczos [9] functions.

Bilinear function The bilinear function is one of the fundamen-
tal rescaling functions that linearly interpolates between two adja-
cent samples in one dimension. The rescaling kernel is expressed
as

K(x) = Λ(x) (3)

where Λ is the triangular impulse function.
In practice, when rescaling images, the function calculates

the weighted average of the four neighbouring pixels by linearly
interpolating across both dimensions independently.

Bicubic function In contrast to the bilinear function, the bicu-
bic function employs the cubic kernel to offer a smoother inter-
polation, while also considering sixteen neighbouring pixels. The
kernel is expressed as

K(x) =


3
2 |x|

3 − 5
2 |x|

2 +1 for |x| ≤ 1
− 1

2 |x|
3 + 5

2 |x|
2 −4|x|+2 for 1 < |x|< 2

0 otherwise

(4)

Lanczos function In contrast to other functions, the Lanczos
function is the most similar to the sinc function, which is the ideal
low pass filter (but which cannot be used because of infinite sup-
port). It employs a Lanczos kernel: a sinc function windowed by
the sinc window. The kernel is expressed as

K(x) = sinc(x)sinc
( x

a

)
Π

( x
2a

)
(5)

where Π is the rectangular impulse and 2a is the window size that
determines the number of neighbouring pixels to be considered.
In most cases, a is set to 3.

a) Spatial domain

b) Frequency domain

Figure 2. Comparison between the rescaling functions in the spatial domain

(top) and frequency domain (bottom). The dark blue curve represents the

sinc function, the ideal low pass filter, and the other curves represent the

described rescaling functions.

An illustration of the rescaling functions in both spatial and
Fourier domains is shown in Figure 2.

Image rescaling can account for the viewing distance by sim-
ulating the change of an image projected on the retina [14,17,31]
— the retinal image will get proportionally larger as the viewing
distance gets smaller, as shown in Figure 3. Here, we take a dif-
ferent view of the rescaling process. An image rescaling function
is a low-pass filter, which can resemble the right portion (low-
pass) of the CSF. If we can find the right cut-off frequency of the
rescaling filter, we can make rescaling closely approximate the
low-pass behaviour of the CSF.

We vary the cut-off frequency for each rescaling function to
minimize the difference between the function and the right portion
(from its peak) of the CSF. The selected cut-off frequencies in
cycles per degree (cpd), as well as the rescaling functions, are
illustrated in Figure 4.

Hence, given the cut-off frequency of the rescaling filter, the
rescaling factor is given by:

z =
rppd

nppd
=

2 fcutoff

nppd
(6)

where nppd is the image’s effective resolution, fcutoff is the rescal-
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Figure 3. Illustration of the effect of viewing distance on the visibility of dis-

tortions. As shown in the figure, the larger the viewing distance, the smaller

the viewing angle, and the less visible the distortions. This behaviour is mod-

elled by rescaling the images appropriately for each viewing distance.

ing filter cut-off frequency, and rppd is the rescaling function opti-
mal effective resolution. Note that this approach is different than
what was done in previous work, which relied on finding the cut-
off frequency in training [17] or ad-hoc assumptions [14, 31].

Comparison analysis of CSFs-based and
rescaling-based quality metrics

In this section, we will analyse the similarities and differ-
ences between the rescaling-based and CSF-based quality met-
rics. In particular, their filter responses for different distortions
across varying viewing distances. This process will allow us to
comprehend the differences in their behaviours when accounting
for the varying viewing distances. Furthermore, we will compare
the quality predictions across the viewing distances using both
types of metrics.

Frequency analysis
It is essential to understand the behaviour of both the contrast

sensitivity and rescaling functions when filtering the distortions
of the images at each viewing distance. Therefore, we perform
a study analysis in the frequency domain by comparing the CSF,
the spectral response of the rescaling functions, and the power
spectrum of the distortions across the varying viewing distances.

To compute the power spectrum of the distortions, we se-
lect 40 images from the DIV2K dataset [1, 29], each degraded
by seven distortions in five levels. The chosen distortions are the
white Gaussian noise, Gaussian blur, JPEG, JPEG2000, resam-
pling, display non-uniformity and adaptive scalable texture com-
pression. We modelled the display non-uniformity by altering the
brightness around the edges of the image, which was done by de-
creasing the luma uniformly with eccentricity. Furthermore, for
each pair of reference Iref and distorted Idis image, we calculate
the difference D = Iref− Idis. The difference is used as a represen-
tation of the distortion and consequently to calculate the power
spectrum of each distortion at each level. The power spectrum of

Figure 4. Comparison between the contrast sensitivity function and the

rescaling functions in the frequency domain. The cut-off frequency of each

rescaling function is selected so that the rescaling curve matches the CSF at

high frequencies. The selected cut-off frequency for each rescaling function

is set as follows: the Lanczos3 function: fcutoff = 7.3 cpd, the bicubic function:

fcutoff = 9.3 cpd, and the bilinear function: fcutoff = 11.7 cpd.

D is expressed as follows:

P(ρi) = ∑
ρx,ρy∈Ω

∣∣F(ρx,ρy)
∣∣2

where Ω =
{

ρx,ρy : ei−1 ≤
√

ρ2
x +ρ2

y < ei

}
and ρi =

ei−1 + ei

2
(7)

where P represents the power spectrum, ρi the spatial frequency
in cycles per sample, ρx the horizontal frequency, ρy the vertical
frequency, Ω the set of frequencies ρx,ρy in the bin with the mean
frequency of ρi, ei−1 and ei the edges of the bin, and F the Fourier
transform of the distortion D, such that:

F(ρx,ρy) =
F (D(x,y))

w ·h
(8)

where w is the width of D and h is the height of D. Note that we do
not normalize the power by the number of elements in each bin.
This way, the power spectrum has a direct relation to the sum of
squared errors (the Plancherel theorem) and, therefore, to RMSE
and PSNR metrics.

To account for the variability in the images’ statistics for
each distortion type and distortion level, we calculate the mean,
first percentile and third percentile of the power spectrum of the
differences of all 40 pairs. Then, we transform the spatial frequen-
cies from the units of cycles per sample to the units of cycles per
visual degree by including the effective resolution of the images.

We report the power spectrum of two distortions, the JPEG
compression and the display non-uniformity, each at the third dis-
tortion level, for six effective resolutions. The effective resolu-
tions are obtained by varying the viewing distance from 0.05 m to
2.5 m while assuming a 30” 1920×1080 display. The results are
illustrated in Figure 5.

We observe from the figure that when an image is viewed
from larger viewing distances or effective resolutions, as indi-
cated by the green, yellow, orange and pink curves on the left,
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Figure 5. Comparison of the power spectrum of the JPEG (left) and display non-uniformity (right) distortions for different viewing distances [m]/effective

resolutions [ppd] with the CSF (dark cyan) and the Lanczos (a=3) filter (red) used for rescaling ( fcutoff = 7.3 cpd and rppd = 14.6 ppd). The CSF filter is normalized

to 1, while the power spectrum of the distortion (colored curves in the bottom) is normalized to 0.5. The mean of the power spectrum is shown in a dark color,

while the area between the mean and the two percentiles is filled with a transparent color. Both filters show similar behaviour at high frequencies but differ at low

frequencies.

the power spectrum of the distortion shifts toward higher frequen-
cies (in [cycles/degree]). Because the CSF is less sensitive to high
frequencies (dark cyan curve) and because of the low-pass filter
nature of the rescaling function (red curve), both filters perform
similarly in reducing the visibility of high-frequency distortions
at larger viewing distances, such as the JPEG distortion. Never-
theless, for low-frequency distortions, such as the display non-
uniformity distortion, it becomes evident that the rescaling fil-
ter and the CSF will perform differently when accounting for the
viewing distance. Because in this scenario, the rescaling function
does not filter the low frequencies, while the band-pass character-
istic of the CSF makes the metric less sensitive to them.

Moreover, these differences between the CSF and rescaling
filter at low frequencies (below 5 ppd) are also noticeable when
the viewing distance is reduced and the power spectrum of the
high-frequency distortions is shifted towards lower frequencies
(violet and blue curves on the left). Notably, under such con-
ditions, we can expect a difference in the metric predictions be-
tween the two approaches. Because for small viewing distances,
the rescaling function will not apply any changes in the distor-
tions; hence, it will not be able to account for the changes in small
viewing distances. However, the sensitivity of the visual system
decreases at these small viewing distances, which the CSF will be
able to account for.

Analysis of metric’ predictions
To validate our findings, we analyse the predictions of the

two types of quality metrics across viewing distances/effective
resolutions. We select the Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)
metric, as it is the most widely used metric that is easy to adapt
to both discussed approaches and because it is a pixel-based met-
ric, it will allow us to better comprehend the effect of both filters
independently from the effect of the quality metrics itself.

We compare the PSNR predictions of the JPEG compressed
and images affected by screen non-uniformity using the CSF-

based and rescaling-based metrics across ten viewing distances
(effective resolutions from 5 to 120 ppd) while using the three de-
scribed rescaling functions. The results are reported in Figure 6.

As can be observed in this figure, when accounting for the
effect of larger effective resolutions than the rescaling method’s
effective resolution rppd = 2 fcutoff (when downscaling the input
images) on high-frequency distortions, such as the JPEG, both the
CSF and the rescaling metrics behave similarly, as we can observe
a very high correlation between the predictions especially using
the Lanczos and bicubic functions (top row). We believe that is
due to the fact that these two functions had the highest match with
the CSF, as shown in Figure 4.

However, when accounting for smaller viewing distances
(when upscaling the images), we can observe that the quality pre-
dictions remained constant for the rescaling-based metric. This
is due to the fact that the rescaling function spectral response re-
mains constant for low frequencies; thus, it does not include any
new information to the image when upscaling it. However, the
CSF was able to account for such small effective resolutions, as
well as for the very low sensitivity of the visual system to very
small viewing distances, where the quality increases.

Moreover, when accounting for the effect of the view-
ing distance on low-frequency distortions, such as display non-
uniformity, we can observe that the quality remains constant for
all effective resolutions. As explained beforehand, this is because
the rescaling function spectral response remains constant for low
frequencies; consequently, it does not account for the effect of
viewing distance. In contrast, we can observe that the CSF is able
to account for such distortion, and because of the low sensitivity
of the visual system towards low frequencies, we can observe that,
unlike the usually reported findings, the quality decreases with the
increase of the viewing distance.

From these findings, we can argue that the rescaling-based
metrics can mimic the human visual system sensitivity to contrast
when accounting for larger viewing distances and for distortions
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Figure 6. PSNR quality scores comparison between the rescaling-based and CSF-based metrics for the JPEG and display non-uniformity distortions (rows)

and the three rescaling functions (columns). The optimal cut-off frequency for each rescaling function is used and shown as the optimal effective resolution of

the rescaling function rppd in dashed points. The graph that is on the left of the dashed lines shows the scenario of having smaller viewing distances (upscaling

the images), while the graph on the right shows the scenario of larger viewing distances (downscaling the images).

that affect mostly high frequencies; however, rescaling cannot ac-
count for smaller viewing distances or low-frequency distortions.
In real-life scenarios, when watching the TV, smartphone, or a
tablet, such small effective resolutions are not possible to repro-
duce, and low-frequency distortions are rarely produced by the
standard compression methods, so we can argue that for such sce-
narios, the rescaling-based and CSF-based metrics behave simi-
larly, which explains the results reported in [17].

Conclusions
In this paper, we investigated the behaviour of both CSF-

based and rescaling-based filtering functions in the context of
predicting image quality across varying viewing distances. Un-
like previous works, our study was not centred on evaluating and
comparing the performance of each metric. Instead, the focus of
the paper has been on a comprehensive analysis and comparison
of the underlying mechanisms of both approaches. Our results
indicate a similarity between the behaviour of CSF and rescaling
functions when accounting for the effect of larger viewing dis-
tances for high-frequency distortions. In such a scenario, both
approaches reduce the importance of high frequencies. However,
both approaches show different behaviour when accounting for
smaller viewing distances or for low-frequency distortions. Here,
the rescaling functions’ spectral response stays constant while not
accounting for the effect of the viewing distances.

Our findings offer valuable insights into the practical appli-
cations of these filtering techniques when accounting for the vary-

ing viewing distances. Specifically, they suggest that for account-
ing for the effect of large effective resolutions on most distortions
(high-frequency distortions), as usually done when watching a
TV, tablet, or smartphone, a simple rescaling function can be em-
ployed. Conversely, when accounting for smaller viewing dis-
tances or when predicting quality loss due to low-frequency dis-
tortions, CSF-based approach is more suitable. It must be noted
that our analysis applies to very simple CSF-based metrics, which
use CSF to prefilter compared images. The findings could be dif-
ferent for more advanced metrics, which account for contrast con-
stancy and contrast masking.
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